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‘W
onderful event’

‘Absolutely brillia nt’ 

‘Very informative and impressive’ 

Sponsorship and exhibition proposal



An overview An opportunity

On 27 November, we will be joined by industry 
leaders for our Renewable Futures conference, 
exhibition and Green Energy Awards at the Assembly 
Rooms in Bath. The event provides a fantastic insight 
into the future of our energy system and a celebration 
of the hard work over the past year.

This industry-leading event will feature a line up of 
experts and key policymakers analysing the disruptive 
innovations shaking up the energy market and 
examining the strategies used to create value in a 
rapidly changing market.

2019 Sponsors

Renewable Futures 2019 can help you to:

•  Position your company as a key player in the sector

•  Get a head start on lead creation and business development 
opportunities by meeting director level delegates

•  Showcase your latest innovative projects and business  
models to the industry

•  Influence the future of the sector through direct  
engagement with decision makers

•  Gain the latest insight from the cutting edge of the energy 
transition alongside policy makers, OEMs, investors and  
many more

RENEWABLE FUTURES & GREEN ENERGY AWARDS 2019
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Organisations involved

Sectors represented:
• Renewable generation 
• Transport and infrastructure 
• Decarbonisation energy strategy and policy
• Smart grid and electricity network operators
• Storage and flexibility 
• Smart and digital
• Heat and gas networks
• Built environment

CEO and Director level

Business development and innovation managers

Decision makers

Developers and investors

Policy makers and government representatives

Network and System Operators

350+ delegates 20+ speakers 300+ dinner guests

Typically 
represented 
companies:

45%+

25%+

70%+
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There is a growing recognition that action to combat 
climate change must be taken in the next decade to 
avoid the worst effects of climate change.

Building on the themes in a series of upcoming Regen 
insight papers, this conference will be exploring how 
the energy industry can rise to the challenge of climate 
change, with sessions on;

We’ve got the power: re-energising investment in 
renewable electricity

Decarbonisation of heat: the biggest challenge

Transport: the revolution is coming

Energy efficiency: transforming the way we use energy

Making a difference: how communities, cities and 
regions can lead the low carbon revolution

The Green Energy Awards dinner is a night of celebration 
and a chance to recognise the fantastic work that has 
been undertaken over the past year, in the journey 
towards a smart and sustainable energy system.

The night celebrates awards in the following categories:

Clean energy system disruptor

Clean energy pioneer

Clean energy scheme

Community energy initiative

Local energy leadership

The awards are also a great opportunity to entertain 
clients, network, reward team members.

Renewable Futures Conference Green Energy Awards
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Testimonials

Regen events always broaden my 
horizons and get me in a room with new 
faces, a new network.

Fluence

Absolutely brilliant conference and 
awards.

Bristol City Council

Renewable Futures and Green Energy Awards are 
a staple in our calendar, and always provides an 
excellent occasion to celebrate successes and meet 
new faces. We will definitely be returning next year.

GENeco

I’m always impressed by the quality of Regen 
communications, your level of knowledge and 
detail comes through in spades.

GJ Renewables 
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Benefits of sponsorship and exhibition spaces

Business  
Development

• Promote to and network with leading 
contacts from the smart energy 

industry looking to source solutions.

• Delegates at Renewable Futures 
represent multiple sectors within 

the smart and sustainable industry 
from transport and infrastructure to 

digitalisation and smart grid. 

Latest industry innovation 
and insight

• Place your company at the cutting edge 
of your sector with the latest insight 

discussed during our full day conference.

• Hear from system disruptors and 
leading project developers explore how 
the energy industry, and energy users, 

can rise to the challenge of climate 
change. 

Profile development  
and brand visibility

• Enhance your companies’ profile 
amongst the UK’s key industry 

leaders, stake holders and decision 
makers and market yourself at the 
forefront of this energy transition.

• Increase brand awareness to a 
wider demographic within the 

energy sector and further afield.

Latest business  
models 

• Engage with the latest business models 
in the industry and hear from financial 

leaders and investment directors on 
future investment structures that work.

• Hear from policy makers and 
government representatives of the 

changing policy environment and what 
this will mean for our industry.
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Sponsorship opportunities

Conference and 
exhibition sponsorship 
£4,500 +VAT

		Headline branding  
in all marketing

		Ten guests to the 
conference

		Thanks in the opening 
speech

	Speaking slot

		3m stand in a prominent 
location

		Full page advert in show 
guide

		Generous discount code  
for additional guests

Menu sponsorship 
£2,250 +VAT

		One table of ten at the 
awards dinner

		Listed as a sponsor on  
the event website and  
on marketing 
communications

		Your logo and details  
of your company will be 
included in the brochure

		Discount on exhibition 
space at Renewable Futures

Awards sponsorship 
£2,500 +VAT

		One table of ten at the 
awards dinner

		Opportunity to introduce 
the winner

		Listed as a sponsor in 
marketing

		Your company will  
be promoted as sponsor 
of your category in all 
PR activity including 
announcements of the 
shortlist and winners

		Discount on exhibition 
space

After party reception 
sponsorship 
£4,500 +VAT

		One table of ten at the 
awards dinner

			Joint branding with Regen 
at the drinks reception

		Prominent branding on 
Green Energy Awards 
webpage

		Your logo and details  
in the brochure

		Thanks in the opening 
speech

		Personalised branding  
of cocktails

Show guide and 
registration sponsorship 
£1,500 +VAT

		A full page advert in the 
show guide

		3x2m exhibition space

		Two delegate for 
conference and dinner

		Listed as a sponsor on 
the event website and in 
marketing
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Exhibition opportunities

Exhibition package 
Members price
£950 +VAT

Non-members price
£1,150 +VAT

 A 3x2m exhibition space

  Two Renewable Futures conference and 
exhibition delegate tickets

  Highlighted in our online and printed 
marketing ahead of the event

  Presence in the exhibition guide on the day

Exhibition and awards  
dinner package 
Members price
£1,250 +VAT

Non-members price
£2,250 +VAT

 A 3x2m exhibition space

  Two Renewable Futures conference and 
exhibition delegate tickets

  Highlighted in our online and printed 
marketing ahead of the event

  Presence in the exhibition guide on the day

  Access to the Green Energy Awards dinner  
for two

Exhibition and  
awards table package 
Members price
£1,850 +VAT

Non-members price
£2,900 +VAT

 A 3x2m exhibition space

  Two Renewable Futures conference and 
exhibition delegate tickets

  Highlighted in our online and printed 
marketing ahead of the event

  Presence in the exhibition guide on the day

  Access to the Green Energy Awards dinner  
for ten
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Contact Hannah Stanley on 01392 494399  
to discuss options or email hstanley@regen.co.uk

Interested?

‘W
onderful event’


